ACROSS
1. "Step on it!"
7. Chicken sources
11. Little sleep
14. Canadian capital
15. Prefix with "dynamic"
16. Pindar poem
17. Roused
18. "Hold it!"
19. Profs' bios
20. Engages in a metamorphic geological process?
22. Asian New Year
23. Early automaker's initials
24. Reel holders
25. Ballerina coifs
26. Dangerous
29. Fruit-filled confection
30. Minister
33. Imitation antelopes?
36. Hostelry
37. RR stop
39. Liquid sample
40. Central word in a famous palindrome
41. Garden statuary commercials?
44. Renter
46. Night birds
47. Place to plug something in
49. Adds sound to
50. Hibernia
51. Diplomat, abbr.
55. Getting swatted, e.g.?
59. Old French coin
60. Printer ports, often
61. Be it ___ humble, there's no place like home
63. Doozie
64. B vitamin
65. Uncanny
66. Glance surreptitiously
67. Finding a location for; or, read backwards, this puzzle's affliction?

DOWN
1. Suds
2. Engaged in hostilities
3. Add fuel to
4. Delivery alternative
5. Rams' mates
6. Sounded the bell
7. Abate
8. Think up schemes
9. Yucky
10. Placatory offerings
11. Music for, or paintings of, nighttime
12. Escapade
13. Annoyances
25. Traveller's burden
27. Centrally located facial features
28. Miss, briefly, in Spain
29. Tent type
30. Proverbially greedy animal
31. Proclaimed
32. Confined by winter weather
34. Shut off
35. Explainer's query
38. Very cute
42. Archivist's degree
43. Puts on the uniform
45. Gaze steadily upon
48. Explosive stuff
49. Because of
50. Follow upon
52. Thanks, in France
53. Sink part
55. Drink hurriedly
56. Urges
57. 507 in old Rome
58. Ding-___